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What is
Foil?
We present First Public Permissioned
Blockchain Ecosystem - it is a new type of
network filling the gap between the PublicPermissionless blockchain (like Bitcoin or
Ethereum) and the Private Consortium
blockchains….A Public-Permissioned
blockchain ecosystem combines the
permissioning from private consortiums with a
decentralized governance model, trying to
achieve the best properties of both models

Public

Private

blockchain

blockchain
Best properties 


Decentralization

Inclusiveness

Ecosystem

of both models
unleash potential.


On-chain storage

Verification

Responsibility
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FOIL Network is built in Java; scalable, interoperable, and multifunctional
blockchain network protocol which serves as a platform for creating unique
decentralized economies within a multi-tier distributed, autonomous, and
dichotomous ecosystem.


FOIL Network is a 5th generation blockchain using on-chain storage, the
combined work of different consensus and packaging all this into a single Public
Permissioned Blockchain Ecosystem.


On-chain
storage

Public permissioned
Blockchain

Multi PoS

Proof of owner and
authorship rigths

Anonymous and
open interactions

Fraud and scam
prevention

Inclusive and Private
on-chain storage

Public and private
transactions

Social relations
on legal field

On-chain interactions

Decentralized
products of both
models

Simplified
development

Foil Network provides a blockchain solution that combines:

scalability, decentralization, security, FOIL smart scripts, IoT ready API scripts, blockchain elasticity, rapid
block creation, and ultra-high-rate transaction speeds, transaction fees comparable to Ethereum’s Layer 2,
and interoperability.


Driven by asset holders within a democratized ecosystem, FOIL utilizes its native governance, utility, and
liquidity backed instruments to power decentralized verifiability.


Since FOIL is a java-based protocol, this allows blockchains built on its platform to traverse the entirety of the
Java technology stack in fundamental areas such as: developing a consensus algorithm into a fullfeatured
decentralized services suite, providing the ability to run a multitude of applications, interacting with external
devices, data ETL and ELT, and interoperability with centralized and decentralized platforms. FOIL’s
algorithmic multifunctionality permits its users to utilize LPOS, POS, DPOS, or POI driven Distributed Ledger
Technology. The provision of algorithmic multifunctionality to its users results in a FOIL Network which is
accessible, versatile, and a seamlessly integrated enterprise ready blockchain. Additionally, a high bandwidth
capable network makes FOIL’s versatility in consensus algorithms exceptionally powerful, with a high
transactional efficiency. 
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FOIL’S
ADVANTAGES


FOIL Network

Min transaction size


159 byte


High efficiency, transaction speed
& the network capacity 



Transactions per block


6 000–211 000


Written on Java - a widely used
programming language 



Transactions per second


3000/sec–7 000/sec


No additional development
required



Block size


20 Mb–240 Mb


The program includes most of the
functions necessary for a business



Block creation time


Permanent: 30 sec–5 sec


Accounting unit


Two


Blockchain protocol


Proof-of-Stake, LPoS, DPoS, PoI


Users


Identified/anonymous

Improved information
compression


Effective economy model


Low energy costs for the network
maintenance


FOIL’s high degree of decentralization, paired with its unique functionality, logic, and design enables it to
accomplish institutionalgrade security. On FOIL’s protocol, an extensive network of validators settles
transactions instantly, and without the risk of reversibility. FOIL is highly fault tolerant and eliminates the
possibility of malicious participants by a unique native token algorithm which powers Foil’s transactions and
block creation.


FOIL is a fully customizable solution which can be integrated with other blockchain protocols, dexes, cexes,
wallets, e-constrainer’s, cold storage applications and more. FOIL’s smart wrap technology offers fluid
interoperability while providing the ability to securitize and tokenize real world and crypto assets. These
assets can be registered, traded, tracked, verified, and are able to support operation and governance of
FOIL’s highly complex multi-tier decentralized economic structures. FOIL provides the foundation for a new
token economy, permitting anyone around the world to accomplish quick and secure trades of verified &
registered assets, trade crypto or fiat currencies, and buy and sell secured custodian instruments.


Now the global economy can migrate to the blockchain, thanks to FOIL smart wraps, e-containers, smart
fabrics, smart contracts, interactive third-party API services integration with interoperability to other
blockchains.
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Via FOIL’s smart functions, APIs, wallets, bridges, and wraps, FOIL’s users can share, validate, and exchange
cross-chain data sets. FOIL is positioning itself as the standard ready to use solution for enterprise ready
blockchain technology.


FOIL provides a complete cross-blockchain DeFi driven & powered platform that enables traders, investors,
liquidity providers, validators, stakers, forgers and other participants to use their assets in: leveraging, leasing,
staking, lending, and hedging. In hedging, a user utilizes single or mixed tokenized assets class, collateralized
on-chain, and secured cryptographically. Overall, these assets are represented by various classes of
stablecoins, securitized tokens, and crypto custodian issue certificates.


FOIL Network is capable of fully supporting an autonomous, decentralized peer to peer, distributed,
democratized liquid ecosystem, with unprecedented scalability and flexibility. In doing so, FOIL Network
creates numerous multi-tier public/ private services and helps its users develop and support existing and
new revenue streams for: communities, enterprises, entrepreneurs, start-ups, and service providers.
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FOIL Blockchain a
Solution for
Interoperability
and Scalability
An ideal solution is one that permits various blockchains to operate in harmony with one another while still
maintaining the security that is attributed to them. FOIL is able to work with and support such blockchain
operations in this capacity through an unlimited number of FOIL side-chains from its main-net. Each
sidechain can comprise a unique ecosystem, with its own: native security settings, stable coins, utility tokens,
power units along with accounting units. These sidechains simultaneously share a single governance token,
to create a highly scalable blockchain ecosystem, incorporating both public and private standalone
blockchains and sidechains.


FOIL Network can be compared to a federation of Swiss Cantons in that it provides unique chain-to-chain
scalability and cross chain interoperability with fully decentralized systems attributes. These attributes are
run via a hybrid token on a distributed Java smart scripts protocol; called FOIL native token.

Thereby, a network of interoperable blockchain platforms, which a common governance token, are created.
Each member of this governance is a voluntary participant.


Each participant can choose to be self-governed, autonomously from the FOIL Network main-net, while
remaining connected to the FOIL’s main-net via FOIL Network’s intrachain bridge. This mechanism provides
the benefits of participation in the FOIL Network, while operating outside the scope of FOIL Network’s
mainnet government.
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NFT data and content

Implementation in
modern conditions
and its problems!

Foil Network brings
Pure NFT technology
to the market


The NFT markets is growing as fast as the ICO market before, if not
faster. And as it happened before, the situation is far from ideal.


All or most of the NFT marketplaces are centralized.


Most of the people think that the artworks that they bought are in the blockchain, but the truth is
that most NFT tokens in ERC721 are just a record in the ledger that has only Unique ID and hash,
or link to the file. This means that, without the NFT marketplaces that store their files in centralized
storage, their tokens are worth nothing.


They can be gone, replaced or censured. Well this is not the only problem here, another one is the
idealization of proof of Intellectual property, but instead NFTs can be faked with a smart contract.


Or NFTs can just be created by anyone without proof of IP, how it already happened many times.

NFT ERC721, it is in some way like what is happening with your crypto on a centralized exchange.

You don’t really own them and you even cant́ take it out and interact with it outside of the
marketplace. What you have itś just a candy wraper with unique ID.


The file and Meta data belongs to the Marketplace, and the description of the NFTart and
information about author can be changed at any moment.
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Pure NFT as a solution

Pure NFTs with provenance
storage in the network

When a NFT token is a complex digital essence stored in the Blockchain, there is only one owner that is
you, and no one else can do anything with it.


In Foil Network we have created the Pure NFT. It is an NFT token that contains all the elements: file,
metadata, description, author and ownership right.


Each Pure NFT is a unique Digital Essence, as it would be a unique original piece of art in the real world.


And because all data stored in a decentralized way, the owner of the token can interact with it through
any interface, it can be different Marketplaces or Cryptowallets.
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PURE = 

IMMUTABLE =
UNCHANGEABLE =

UNCORRUPTIBLE

New NFT standard for

ERC721

ERC1155

Instead of storing files in cloud storage, on server platforms or in IPFS, the FOIL Proof-of-Stake platform
offers reliable decentralized storage for data and metadata. The information from tokens is stored directly in
the blockchain — as well as the full history of NFT ownership (provenance). This solution is fully available for
the Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum communities as a completely new standard for ERC721. When
creating an NFT on popular marketplaces, the source files will be stored in the FOIL blockchain.
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Usage and future of NFT
as data carriers in the
blockchain

Pure NFTs, which carry universal metadata, open up a huge potential for us to create different games
and applications by independent teams that will interact with the same NFT.

Imagine your dogeplanet is your universal avatar for the multiverse! In Telegram, this is a profile picture,
in space strategy, it is a planet where life is born or minerals are mined, in a card game it is a card of a
creature or planet, and in the shooter is Rambo DogeMoon. And even your Dogeplanet can be put in a
mario car and the characteristics of the planet will affect maneuverability and stability.


Future of blockchain-based
games with Pure NFT

Shiba Earth
Collection_and_author

Metadata_Option 1

Metadata_Option 2
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My character avatar.

Used everywhere.

Buy NFTs and use them in different games, created by
different people -> This is possible thanks to the
multipurpose metadata stored directly in the NFT. 


Switch from one game universe to another using your
NFT suite for a unique gaming experience.

Used to identify the NFT 

This parameter is used in a collectible
card game created by team 1

The parameter is used in a
strategy game created by team 2 
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FOIL Network
Decentralized Exchange
& DeFi dApps:

FOIL
Decentralized Exchange

Crypto Custodian Issue Certificates

Wrapped Tokens

Wrapped Synthesized Asset Tokens

Low transaction fees driving volume

Multi-Layer Encryption (MLE), providing enterprise grade security

Fully trustless environments with or without validators.


CRYPTO ASSETS
POS/DPOS/LPOS/POI _ set from genesis block for Federation members, Enterprise clients.

Creating community currencies with FOIL is easy and cost efficient.

FOIL wrapped assets creating a new breed of crypto assets

FOIL wrapped crypto assets, mixed basket synths, cold econtainer secure, with certification to
prove ownership

FOIL is ideal for DeFi, as it allows you to create a variety of crypto asset classes, it has both
staking and forging, allow verified community members, node operators, validators, holders of
FOIL tokens to participate facilitating transactions, block creation and validation across the
multiple platforms of the FOIL services ecosystem.
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FOIL Network
Decentralized Exchange
& DeFi dApps:

IoT COMPATIBLE
Smart scripts

API

Interoperability with IoT devices

FOIL can incorporate and manage millions of API scripts to support Internet
of Anything Ecosystems
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FOIL Network - A Protocol
for DeFi Markets


FOIL Network is able to mint numerous wrapped tokensets, such as: FUSD, FBTC, FETH, FDAI,
FDOGE, and wrapped synthetics comprising multiple asset classes.



Also, providing access to enterprise ready DeFi tools such as: lending, leasing, validation, forging,
public/private secured registers, product tracking, document registration and much more. For example,
federation members can use FUSD to create synthetic assets, to do staking, forging, or lending to earn
yields and borrow against existing FOIL wrapped tokens portfolio. 



Earn by forging and staking
Transaction
fees as
rewards
1% from all
trades in the
ecosystem
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FOIL TOKENOMICS

FOIL Network is based on two accounting units - Foil and MVolt. This model
allows users to participate in the ecosystem without reducing their stake in
the network. It separates the rights of governance from the rights of using
the network. It also provides the means to acquire the tokens required to pay
transaction fees, which increases the economic efficiency of the platform.
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Digital Assets Protocols
Each digital unit is created by a specific number, in turn each number 

has it’s own pre-defined Protocol for working in the system (you can call
it a smart contract or protocol).

at No.1 together with the Genesis block 100,000,000 amount of the control token FOIL is
created and issued once. The algorithm of this token is based on the modified Proof of Stake
protocol. The generation of blocks depends on the economic shares of users in the network.


Can also be equipped with additional Protocol rules related 

to the functions of the platform such as:


Right to register and verify users – x min № of tokens (1% of all system - as such a trust
center) POS/LPOS


The right to create blocks and get rewards (in the POS consensus this is called forging
or minting) – x min № of tokens POS/LPOS


The right to assure the users, contracts, or documents - x min № of tokens 

POS/LPOS/POI


The right to create statuses with rights with pre-defined protocols - x min № 

of tokens DPOS etc...
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At No.2 together with the Genesis block 1 000 000 amount of the additional settlement unit,
that mVolt that used to pay for transactions, is created and issued, and then the issue of this
unit occurs according to two set cases:


After verifying the public key of an account of a new person: the new user receives
0.001 mVolt, and the registrar gets back the amount of mVolt he spent for entering the
data of a new user ~0.006 Volt


When forming a new block without transactions 0.0002 Volt
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Тoken FOIL

FOIL is the NATIVE digital hybrid token that gives its holder additional rights
to trade and manage the ecosystem. Participants with 100 FOIL (or more)
have the right to do forging, staking and with 100000 verify public user keys.



Total Supply 100 000 000 FOIL


MVolt POWERING TOOL
MEGAVOLT is used to pay for transactions and is given as a reward for
forging blocks. I t is free from both inflation and transaction cost deflation.



EMITTED FOR:

verifying a public keys

when creating a block

First Supply 1 000,000 MVolt
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mVolt
emission rules

1 mVolt = 1000000 byte


1 tx in DEX = 149 byte


1 average tx 400 byte (text + title + No. of coins)



NEW USER
filled out the form and sent to registrar


REGISTRAR
entered personal data Pays ~0.006 mVolt


VERIFY
confirmed the public key. Pays ~0.000161 mVolt

PROTOCOL
mVolt is emitted after the public key is confirmed

FORGER
gets reward for building the block with this transaction
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& more

Doge 2.0
We are often asked why the
DOGE coin occupies a key place
in the FOIL ecosystem.


To begin with, DOGE doesn’t compete with FOIL in terms of functions in the FOIL Network
ecosystem. Yes, you can sell or buy an NFT on the marketplace for both FOIL and DOGE, but
this is only the external, visible part. In fact, even a simple purchase of an NFT implies a
different approach from the two cryptocurrencies.


FOIL is convenient for long-term trading without haste and fuss. Most likely, the owners of this
currency will be mainly the authors of their own NFTs. They’ll wait for a good price and get the
mVolt tokens that are necessary for creating NFTs.


Selling for DOGE will work quite differently. Initially, DogeCoin was very often used for
arbitrage trading and transferring funds between exchanges, so it is more likely to be used by
those users who own assets on a variety of exchanges, and who have neither the desire nor
the time to conduct a dozen transactions, swap the usual DOGE for FOIL and only then buy the
NFT they like. They are masters of fast trading and quick profit-making. They can start funds
from several exchanges, buy NFTs, put it up immediately more expensive and transfer the rest
back to the exchange, since the price of DOGE has grown and they need to return to trading.


Trading for FOIL can be represented as a leisurely weekend fair with tents full of goods 

and sedate sellers. And DOGE is like a transit caravan, visiting hundreds of places in search 

of profit.
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Anyway, DOGE is still an extremely convenient way to transfer funds from exchange to
exchange. And instead of fighting this, it’s easier to give users a familiar tool in their hands, 

is it logical?


The situation is about the same with other DeFi elements of the ecosystem. Fast deposit/
withdrawal of funds will allow users to instantly increase their financial participation in
governance and lending on the blockchain, without competing with FOIL.


The competition between cryptocurrencies was discussed. Now let’s talk what DogeCoin 

can give to the FOIL ecosystem, and what the FOIL Network can give to DOGE holders.

Let’s start with the well-known facts. DOGE has a great friendly community. And the coin 

is widely distributed both on the main exchanges and among users. It’s difficult now to find 

a cryptocurrency owner who doesn’t have DOGE at all.
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And we don’t want to give up on this even when creating our own project.

So, what can DogeCoin give to the project?


A familiar tool for arbitrage trading.

Prevalence on the main crypto exchanges.

A wonderful community.

Additional support for the whole liquidity of the project


And now the opposite. What can the FOIL Network project give to DOGE holders?

DeFi-tools with the ability to use DOGE as a native currency.

NFT marketplace and the ability to quickly buy and sell NFT for DogeCoin
(de facto, this could be called the first NFT exchange on DOGE) .

An equally wonderful FOIL community.

The opportunity to participate in a project that really develops the
cryptocurrencies’ possibilities.


In general, the synergy of DOGE and FOIL is formed. What is impossible (or very difficult) to
implement on the DogeCoin blockchain is easily implemented using the FOIL network. Since
DOGE is a truly decentralized and social cryptocurrency, it’s unlikely that the DOGE blockchain
will change beyond recognition for these opportunities.


By the way, about decentralization. Did you know that there aren’t really any truly decentralized
DeFi tools right now? Google it if you don’t believe me.


Why is that? It’s very simple: full decentralization is possible only if a widespread
cryptocurrency, which isn’t controlled by the service’s owner, is used in DeFi services.

And if it isn’t controlled by the service’s owner, then the creation of the service is under a big
question. After all, real altruists who are engaged in creating really new and convenient
cryptocurrency tools are extremely rare.
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And what do we conclude?


To create a fully decentralized DeFi system, a fully decentralized coin or token 

is required. It’s corny, but it’s true.


Therefore, with the introduction of DOGE as a full-fledged currency, the DeFi-tools of the FOIL
Network turn out to be (drum roll) decentralized.


A simple example: centralized services like a web wallet or a trading platform are absolutely not
required for the functioning of an NFT marketplace or a voting system. All these functions are
taken over by the local FOIL node.


Therefore, to, for example, create, buy or sell NFT, you just need to install two wallets on your
computer (DOGE and FOIL) and use the NFT marketplace without any restrictions, as long as
there are at least two working nodes of FOIL and DOGE on the network.


And DeFi-tools for DOGE and their own NFT-market is the, expected by many, elevator to
DogeMoon.
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TOKENOMICS

TOKEN SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
1 eFOIL ERC-20

1 bFOIL BEP-20

Token FOIL is matched to 1 FOIL Network
Native platform token


Token FOIL is matched to 1 FOIL Network
Native platform token


26% (26 000 000 FOIL) — to Presale Investor + Crowd, IDO:
2% (2 000 000 FOIL) — Seed round.

6% (6 000 000 eFOIL) — Strategic round.

14.50% (14 500 000 bFOIL) — Private round. 

1.50% (1 500 000 bFOIL) — IDO Public sale.


17% (17 000 000) — Founder and Co-Founders Collective:

15% (15 000 000) — Co-Founders Collective.

2% (2 000 000) — FOIL Advisers.


10% (10 000 000 FOIL) Offer to partners to create liquidity pools and develop
the ecosystem.


10% (10 000 000 FOIL) — staking.


15% (15 000 000 FOIL) — maintenance of the network by developers; this pool
will be blocked on super nodes for 5 years.


4% (4 000 000 FOIL) are allocated for advertising campaigns, airdrop, events
and marketing.


20% (20 000 000 FOIL) — spending on the development and growth of the Foil
ecosystem in 2021-2023, organizing hackathons and motivating the community
to develop new applications.


6% (4 000 000 FOIL/eFOIL/bFOIL) — maintaining liquidity on bridges between
blockchains Foil Network — Ethereum — Binance smartchain and Free TON
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MULTI FACETED SERVICES
AND FUNCTIONS ON FOIL
FOR USERS AND
ENTERPRISE:
VERIFIED IDENTITY
FOIL protocol derives its technology from the process of
identity verification. Data of a new user is input and soon
after verified by other members of the ecosystem who have
previously had their identification verified. Verification plays
a key role in the ecosystem as it guarantees that data is
both authentic along with serving the purpose of being an
internal KYC mechanism for business processes on the
platform.


LOW COST TRANSACTIONS
The functionality of FOIL’s ecosystem is centers around FOIL and
MVOLT. FOIL has the potential to serve many use cases such as
granting the right to verify users, assembling blocks, creating
statuses, elections, digital asset creation, lending and sending
encrypted messages.


MVOLT’s utility comes from it being used as a means to pay for
transactions along with being rewarded for creating blocks. The
protocol regulation limits the increase in the commission cost for
the user with the growth in the price of FOIL token.
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MULTIPURPOSE FUNCTION
Asset Tokenization

Effortlessly issue your own tokens and any other tokenized
assets, services or items. Members of the ecosystem may
exchange tokenized assets on FOIL’s native decentralized
digital token exchange platform.


Unchanged and secure storage of files

The direct capability of uploading and encrypting any files
regardless of the format into the blockchain to provide
confidentiality and safety.


Bilateral and collective signing of contracts

Allowing remote complex transactions through a digital
signature mechanism.


Creating document templates

Create templates of standard documents such as power of
attorney, licenses, and insurance policies, lowering the time
spent to create the documents while creating an immutable
record of the document on the blockchain.


Secured Lending of Assets

Functioning to that of a letter of credit with the added benefit
of cutting out the third party, this provides all transactions
between the lender and borrower with an extra level of security.


Create and conduct the polls and voting

Organization of open and closed polls with ease, ensuring polls
result in absolute transparency and mechanism against voter
fraud.
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MULTIPURPOSE FUNCTION
Encrypted messages

All messages within the system between members have can be
encrypted, resulting in attempts by third-parties impossible to
read.


Hosting ICO campaigns

Allows each user to create a digital asset and sell its shares to
participants in the system. Thus, you can conduct a transparent
ICO campaign on the platform, doing so in just a few simple steps.


Decentralized exchange

The ability to buy, sell and exchange any digital asset without
being bound to the main accounting unit FOIL. Exchange, sell or
swap any asset without being hindered by the main accounting
unit FOIL or a centralized agency.


Administer and Create statuses

The capability of administering and creating statuses (for example
private or public position within a company), in both social and
business spheres, permits the processes to move from outdated
document circulation to digital formats.



MULTIPURPOSE
FUNCTION
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How Foil Simplified
development?
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Multifunction Consensus

There are four types of protocol mechanisms
within the Foil network and all can work in
conjunction with each other, providing for
staking, validation, verification, forging, other
protocols related functions.


PoS (Proof of Stake) is the consensus mechanisms in which the probability of the formation
of the next block in the blockchain by a participant is proportional to the share of ownership of
the governance token of their total number participating in the transaction confirmation
process .



DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake) is an additional mechanism which is a modification to the
classic POS which establishes protocol rules for performing certain actions in the blockchain
network by means of granting rights through statuses or other conditions approved by the
decentralized community. As an example, delegating the right to create blocks to certain
trusted nodes (validators) or granting the right to register and verify new network users.



LPoS (Leased Proof of Stake) – is an additional mechanism which is a modification to the
classic POS that allows token holders to “lease” their tokens to full nodes and earn a
percentage of the payout as a reward without having to run a full node. This modification is
also used to conduct voting in liquid democracy.



PoI (Proof of Identity) is a unique mechanism developed on our platform that allows only
registered and verified users to make all public transactions. This allows users to obtain
additional protection for their digital assets from fraud. Also using Identification KYC / AML,
will allow banking and government regulators to join and work with the FOIL network, without
disrupting or taking control over personal data from users.
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Local databases and
development tools

As noted above, FOIL sidechains can be used as local databases. This provides users
with even more interesting features. For example, a sidechain can be used as an
updated repository, with built-in version control.


Developers using such a tool will have full access to the history of changes and
resources used. At the same time, if the development process is open, the process of
auditing and receiving feedback is extremely facilitated.


Types of networks
The MainNet is the main network, the main data chain. Ports .data for the signature
is formed by adding a port to the byte array of data.


TestNet are test networks and chains. Network port -= XXXX. The data for the signature is
formed the same as for the MainNet. It is used for quick verification and testing.


DemoNet is a demonstration network and a chain. Network port -= XXXX. The data for the
signature is formed the same as for the MainNet. The chain is set by the developers and is
reset periodically to a new chain. It is used for a quick demonstration.


SideNet are third-party networks and chains (sidechain). Network port -= XXXX. The
signature data is formed by adding the data and the genesis block signature.


Integration with sidechains

To integrate external interfaces, an API command has been introduced that issues the
signature of the sidechain’s genesis block, which must be added to the transaction signature:
api/info. The response contains the side parameter, which specifies the signature of the
genesis block, its creation time and the chain name.
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Unlimited storage and sidechains

The main problem of the data storage system directly in the blockchain is
clear to everyone — the more data is stored in it, the longer the primary
synchronization takes and the more disk space the blockchain takes.


This imposed some restrictions on the creation of on-chain projects, which caused the
emergence of hybrid solutions (blockchain + IPFS, blockchain + centralized storage). All these
solutions are vulnerable to varying degrees and don’t solve the indefinite and unchangeable
data storage problem.


The FOIL system uses side chain technology to solve this problem. Large projects can create
their own sidechain, connected by a bridge to the main FOIL ecosystem, to store the necessary
resources.


Sidechains are not necessary to maintain the main FOIL network, so their loading and
synchronization are strictly optional for users.


How does it work?


Let’s say you have a game project and you want to store all the resources directly in the
blockchain. Also, you want to run an in-game tokenomics with your own rules for issuing
tokens, without the limits imposed by the main FOIL chain.


In this case, you create a sidechain, which contains all the resources, scripts, smart contracts
and APIs that necessary for the functioning of your project.


By agreement with the FOIL team, a bridge is created between the main sidechain token and
the FOIL ecosystem, the token itself is added to DEX, and the sidechain is loaded onto the
main servers working with FOIL resources.


Users will be able to switch between the main network and sidechains on the go. Also, if
necessary, they will be able to download the full sidechain node, having already gained access
to the local database.


In the case of a game project, this may be especially important, since it removes the restriction
on the need for constant Internet access for the game to work.


Also, block size is not a limitation for data storage. Because all information is entered into the
blockchain as a java bytecode, it can be distributed over any number of blocks.
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Sidechains

The main problem of storing large amounts
of data in the blockchain has been solved! 

To store and use huge amounts of data, the Foil Network uses sidechain
technology. This eliminates the need for third-party solutions such as IPFS
and centralized storage.


Sidechain

You and your users will not
need to download all the
available sidechains, only the
main network chain and the
side chain you need. 


Create your own sidechain, put your
data there, set up the tokenomics
and connect to the main FOIL
services using a universal bridge.

Mainchain

Test Chain
Blockchain can be used as a
continually updated repository, 

or even as a local game database.

Storage
Chain
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Integration with popular
marketplaces
To be able to interact with other popular marketplaces, the FOIL Network uses the
FreePort system, which is associated smart contracts located in the FOIL network and
the networks with which you want to set up interaction. 


NFTs created on the FOIL network and transferred to the specified contract are frozen,
and NFTs are created on the target network indicating the original non-fungible token
and the location of the content. This allows users to trade Pure NFT even on networks
that do not support this standard! 


Cross chain Marketplace
ERC 721 token will be a
certificate of ownership
for Pure NFT
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GameFi. An example of the
practical Foil technology use

A good example of Foil technology using is decentralized applications and games.


GameFi can be called in some sense the future of games, since this technology allows you to
completely change many game and system aspects, starting from the game economy, ending
with the way of updating and fighting dishonest players.


Here is a small example how a decentralized game created in the Foil ecosystem will look like.

To begin with, absolutely all game data, including media files, is stored in the blockchain.
Depending on the size of the game and the resources involved, either in the main Foil chain, or
in one of the Side/Storage Chains.This allows to use the game files locally, without the need for
additional resource loading after full synchronization of the blockchain.



What does it mean?


This method of data storage means that for the gameplay (if it does not imply a permanent
online), you do not need a permanent Internet connection. Also, the use of sidechains will allow
you to create separate "repositories” of games, for example, for the mobile version.


Further. Data storage in the blockchain implies extensive integration with the Foil wallet, which,
as already noted, has the on-chain user verification ability.


This allows to completely eliminate "unfair play” and the automation of the game process, since
in case of violation of the game rules, the player can get a ban or a warn on his confirmed
account.


It also simplifies the creation of rating competitive elements. In this case, the Foil status
assignment system will be able to work as an absolutely transparent and understandable
indicator of gaming activity.


It is impossible not to mention the possibility of creating a full-fledged gaming economy based
on its own tokens and Pure NFT. This system will completely transform the games
monetization, as well as give players another way to feel like the real owners of game values,
which, due to the latest trends, can be a very attractive moment.


In general, Foil Network, at the moment, is ideal for creating decentralized applications and
games, due to the many built-in elements described above, greatly simplifying development.
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TECHNICAL
BASE
1.1 Hashing algorithms

The platform uses the following hashing algorithms:

SHA256, SHA512 (specification: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4634);


RIPEMD160 (algorithm specification: ISO/IEC 10118-3:1998, "Information technology - Security
techniques - Hash-functions - Part 3: Dedicated hash-functions," international Organization for
Standardization, Geneva, Switzerland, 1998.).


1.2 Wallet and account seed
During the initial installation of the node software, the wallet seed is generated. Any number of account
seeds can be generated based on this seed. In the web version of the wallet, it is possible to generate a
mnemonic phrase in accordance with BIP39 and generate a wallet seed based on it.

The invoice is an alphanumeric string in Base58 encoding, obtained from the user’s public key using a hash
function, supplemented with control values (used for error detection). The account address is used for
sending and receiving digital assets as an identifier of the recipient and sender, as well as in other
transactions.


1.2.1 Algorithm for generating the wallet seed
An array of 32 elements is filled with random values To generate random values, the standard Java
SecretRandom library is used.
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1.2.2 The algorithm for generating the account seed
SP Any nonce number is selected in the byte array representation (in the node’s program code, the first
such number is 0, to open an additional account, this number is increased by one)P
MP An empty byte array is initializedP
/P A nonce is placed at the beginning of the array, then the wallet ID is added in the representation of the
byte array, then the nonce is added againP
YP The received value is passed as a parameter to the SHA256 function, then this value is passed again
as a parameter to the SHA256 functio[
+P Thus, the resulting value is converted by Base58 encoding to the seed of the account.


Based on the account seed, a key pair (public and private) is generated using the methods of the
Ed25519 library using the half-length SHA-512 algorithm. 


Edwards-Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (edwards25519) specification: 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8032

1.2.3 Algorithm for converting the account’s public
key to an address

SP Calculate the value of the SHA256 hash function from the public key argument (passed as an array
of bytes)P
MP Calculate the value of the RIPEMD160 hash function from the value obtained in step 1P
/P The resulting array is created. This is the so-called "short address" consisting of 20 bytes. Next, to
make a full address with a checksum and a distinctive first byte from it, we do furthere
YP The value of the protocol version (current version is 15) is placed at the initial position in the resulting
array, it occupies one byteP
+P The hash function value calculated in step 2 is added sequentially to the resulting arrayP
£P Calculation of the SHA256 hash function from the value of the resulting array obtained in the step 5P
P Once again, the SHA256 hash function is calculated from the value obtained in the step 6P
dP The first four elements of the byte array obtained as the result of the calculation in the step 7 are
taken. This value is the checksum of the addressP
aP The checksum values are added to the resulting arrayP
S P The resulting array is converted according to the Base58 encoding to the FOIL address.
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1.2.4 Signature algorithm

For different variants of chains

We calculate the signature value using the Ed25519 algorithm.


1.2.5 Encryption algorithm

https://ch-project.com/products/files/doceditor.aspx?fileid=249
[c Calculate the value of the shared key for the sender’s private key and the recipient’s public key using
core.crypto.Ed25519#getSharedSecretc
>c Then encryption is performed using core.crypto.AEScrypto#dataEncrypt - AES (Rijndael), from
FIPS-197


1.3 Transactions
A transaction is an array of bytes serialized according to its type. The received result is supplemented with
the transaction signature details.


Transactions ensure that all transactions in the environment are reflected in the registry, for example, such
as the issue and transfer of assets between the parties. An analog of such an operation can be an entry on
the client’s account in the bank.


The short transaction reference is 8 bytes, where the first four bytes are the block number and the next
four bytes are the transaction number in it. Such a link is hereinafter referred to as SeqNo.


1.4 The concept of a block
A block is a special structure for recording a group of transactions formed according to the algorithms
described in this document. A mandatory parameter of the block header is a link to the previous block.

A forger with a generating balance exceeding 50,000 FOIL can form a candidate block for inclusion in the
chain and send it to its peers. 
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1.4.1 Block structure
The reference attribute is the signature of the predecessor block (the connection with the
previous block is a guarantee against possible changes made by past periods, and is the basis
of the blockchain principle), which has a previous height number.


The transactions attribute is an array consisting of raw transactions;


The transactions hash attribute is the value of the SHA256 hash function from the
concatenation of byte arrays of transaction signatures;


The block signature attribute is a block data set signed with a forger key according to the
SHA512 algorithm;


A detailed description of the block structure and the signature structure is given in Appendix N.


1.4.2 Validation of the candidate block
M@ Validation of the signature of the candidate block and the transactions included in it: verification of
the signature of transactions and verification of the correctness of transactions. If the block belongs
to the GenesisBlock type or doesn’t pass the validation procedure, then a ban is imposed on the
peer from which the block came@
,@ Checking the block formation time.


1.4.3 Forging of a new block
M@ To prepare a list of transactions that the forger is ready to include in the next block, they are sorted
by the time of creation@
,@ The block includes transactions whose size doesn’t exceed 22 bytes (2 MB)@
P@ The transactions included in the block are validated.


1.4.4 Validation of the transaction when checking
the block

Each type of transaction has its own individual validation procedure, for example, transactions for the
transfer of an asset are checked for the sufficiency of the balance of the asset being sent on the
transaction creator’s account.


The transaction signature is verified when this transaction is received from the network.
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Checks by the base class of the transaction:


 Checking the validity of the transaction creator’s address
 If there is a public text in the transaction, the personalization of the creator’s address is checked
Checking the transaction time, it must be no later than the last value in the block chain
 Checking the presence of the commission stated in the transaction on the account.


2. Consensus
All nodes simultaneously compete to get the right to write the next block. Each user acts based on the
desire to get the greatest personal financial benefit, so the question arises, why should a user distribute
a block created by another user? The second important question is, who resolves conflicts when several
nodes accept a valid block at about the same time? To do this work, the blockchain uses a consensus
model that allows a group of mutually distrustful users to work together.



When a new user joins the block system, he agrees with the initial state of the system. This state is
determined by the genesis block and the entire chain of blocks sequentially attached to it. Each block is
formed from a set of transactions that are recognized as valid. The blockchain protocol has a hardcoded genesis block, which is the first in the chain and each subsequent block must be added to the
blockchain after it on the basis of consensus. Each block must be valid and, therefore, can be
independently verified by each network user for validity. 


To reach a consensus, the following rules must be followed:

 the initial state of the system has been agreed+
 users agree to the consensus method by which blocks are added to the system+
each block is linked to the previous block via the reference+
 users can check each block.

As new transactions are created, they are sent to the peers. Each node maintains a list of such
unconfirmed transactions. Nodes that forge new blocks form blocks with such transactions and send
them to their peers. The node, upon receiving a new block, performs its validation (clause 1.4.2.) and
evaluates the admissibility of including this block in the chain. Forging is possible if there is an amount of
at least 50,000 FOIL on the account. A block included in the blockchain charges commissions from
transactions in the amount of at least 0.00032768 mVolt contained in it to the account of the block
creator.
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The Proof of Stake consensus is based on the idea that the more assets a user has in the system, the
more likely that he is interested in the success and development of the system, and less likely that he will
take actions that will harm the system. The Proof-of-Stake method uses the size of the share that the
user has in the system as one of the determining factors for creating a new block. Such users are more
likely to be able to create new blocks.


The FOIL platform uses the Delegated Proof-of-Stake modification, which allows to transfer the right to
issue a new block to another network user by providing a FOIL asset for a loan. Consensus on the
candidate block is achieved on the basis of the voting principle.


2.1 Adding a new block to the chain
In the Controller class, the onMessage method, the transaction flow and new blocks coming from peers
are processed.


Upon receipt of a new block, the block verification procedure is started.



If a block is received with a reference corresponding to the
signature of the last block in the working block chain, the validation
procedure is started.


If the received block and the last block in the chain have the same reference, that is, they are competing,
the winner function is calculated. If the value of this function for the received block is strictly greater than
the value of the function standing in the chain, the block in the chain is replaced.


The frequency of block generation is rigidly set by the protocol and is 288 seconds before block XXX
and 30 seconds after it.


2.1.1 Calculating the winning value of the block (4.11)

see https://ch-project.com/products/files/doceditor.aspx?fileid=281
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Determining the value of the asset balance1 on the account
forgingValue = creator.getBalanceUSE(Transaction.RIGHTS_KEY, dcSet).intValue()

Determining the winning value (Winning, Strength of account)

winValue = BlockChain.calcWinValue(dcSet, this.creator, this.heightBlock, this.forgingValue)

The ability of the account to participate in the block assembly is determined by the amount of the
account balance. If the account balance is less than the minimum MIN_GENERATING_BALANCE, the
account does not participate in the block assembly and the returned winning value is 0.


Search for the previous point of block generation by this account2. 

previousForgingPoint = creator.getForgingData(dcSet, height)


In the case when the block wasn’t collected by the account, to determine the winning value, the moment
of the first deposit of the FOIL asset to the account is taken as the previous point of block generation.

previousForgingPoint = creator.getLastForgingData(dcSet)


If the asset wasn’t credited to the account, the function returns the winning value as 0.


According to the found point of the previous generation of the block, the parameters of the height
previousForgingHeight and the account balance previousForgingBalance are determined.


The minimum value from the current balance and the account balance at the previous generation point is
selected as the generating balance:

forgingValue = min(forgingValue, previousForgingBalance)


Determining the current distance in blocks from the moment of the previous generation:

difference = height - previousForgingHeight


The smallest distance repeatsMin between the assembled blocks is defined as a function of the current
height and the generating balance, sets the minimum delay in the blocks, which should be provided
when they are assembled by one account.


If the current distance difference is less than the minimum repeatsMin, that is, the score can’t collect the
block yet, a negative value of the winning value is returned:

winValue = difference - repeatsMin

1. The calculation of the value involves both funds in the account and borrowed funds.
2. The block generation point is determined by the height (forgingHeight) and balance (forgingBalance) at the time of block creation.
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The winning value is calculated as the product of the generating balance and the current distance,
reduced by the bit shift operation by the number of bits determined depending on the blocks height.

winValue = (forgingBalabce*difference) >> 7

 

To check the validity of a block by its strength, it is necessary to calculate
'7 the currentTarge%
$7 the targetedWinValuA
!7 the value of the strength cutoff threshold (the smallest target value for a given block height) base


A block is considered valid if targetedWinValue >= base


CurrentTarget

The value of the currentTarget is the value of the target from the last collected block (this is the average
value of the winnings for the last 1024 blocks)

currentTarget = this.parentBlockHead.target


The given winning value3 for the currentTarget

targetedWinValue = BlockChain.calcWinValueTargetedBase(dcSet, this.heightBlock, this.winValue,
currentTarget)


determining the lowest target value base for the current height

base = BlockChain.getTargetesMin(height)


calculation of the reduced winnings targetedWinValue

targetedWinValue = calcWinValueTargeted(win_value, target)

is defined as the ratio win_value to target 

BlockChain.BASE_TARGET * win_value / target

4
If the value is negative (as a result of overflow) or more than 10 base targets  

BASE_TARGET then the resulting value of the reduced win targetedWinValue is equated to 10 base targets.

New target for the current block

For the current block, its new target is calculated as the average value of the winning values for the last 1024
blocks



target = BlockChain.calcTarget(this.heightBlock, currentTarget, this.winValue)

If the height is less than the TARGET_COUNT value, the target is calculated using a simplified formula

target = currentTarget - currentTarget/heightBlock + winValue/currentTarget

The target value is limited from above by the value of 1,5*currentTarget.

The new target is determined by the following formula

target = (1023*currentTarget + winValue)*1024

3. It is calculated for the last 1024 blocks and is brought to the currentTarget

4. BASE_TARGET = 00000
5. TARGET_COUNT = 1024
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2.2 Blocks synchronization
Block synchronization is controlled by the main thread of the application, described in the BlockGenerator
class. The thread is an infinite loop that starts when the application starts and ends when the application
exits. It monitors the state of the block chain, when it lags behind the current values, in addition, requests
the necessary blocks from peers, processes events of blocks’ forced rollback for a specified number of
blocks and a complete reset of the chain to the genesis block. The detailed implementation of this
mechanism is reflected in the Synchronize class.


For synchronization, the peer with the maximum chain height is selected. If the height of the chains
matches, then the chain with the highest weight is selected. The weight of the chain is the sum of the
winning values (WinValue) of the blocks.


Next, a request is made to the peer to issue all the block numbers with a height exceeding the current local
value. Upon receipt of the response, the process of requesting blocks based on the received signatures is
started. The thread operates in sequential mode.


Each received block, as part of the synchronization process, is checked for validity, and is added to a copy
of the database through the transaction mechanism. A set of blocks is formed to add to the main database.
When the verification of the new chain received from this feast is completed and the protocol rules are
observed, that is, all the blocks in it are recognized as valid, and the height and weight of the chain declared
by the feast are confirmed, the generated set of new blocks is added to the main database. 


If a message about the absence of a new block is received in response to a request for a new block, then a
search for a common block occurs and the request for blocks begins with the last common block. In this
case, a queue is formed for processing blocks that are validated in a separate thread and grouped into a
chain.


To prevent a deep rollback and malicious impact aimed at changing the transaction history, there is a
concept called checkpoint, below which the chain cannot be rolled back. If a checkpoint is reached when
searching for the last block, it means that the chain is invalid and synchronization with it is impossible, and
the peer is banned.
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Technical description
of the balances
system

The balance is a combination of two values — the total received 

(No. 1) and the remains (No. 2). The difference between them is how much is issued in total.


There are 5 main balances in the FOIL Blockchain (there is still an opportunity to add others):


Property balance — №1
Keeps records of ownership. The creator of the transaction debits funds from his account and charges
funds to the recipient’s account - transfers funds (direct transaction). This balance usually allows only direct
transactions - that is, a forced refund (withdrawal from the recipient - a return transaction) is prohibited.

It is possible to go into the negative if the asset is released without a limit on the amount. Then the total
minus on the creator’s account reflects how much he has credited this asset to other accounts.


Debt balance — №2

Keeps records of debts. The creator can either transfer it to the recipient's account or take it from the
recipient's account (refund). However, these actions may be prohibited for different types of assets.

A minus in the balance means how many loans were issued, plus — how much was borrowed.


Additionally, a separate table keeps separate records of the balance amounts for pairs of accounts
"creditor-debtor", so you can immediately understand the amount of debt between the two participants.
This amount is checked each transaction: it is impossible to return more funds than the remains of the
given "debtor-creditor" pair.


Usually, you can't lend an amount greater than you have in the property and loans have already been
issued.
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Keeping balance — №3

Keeps records of who has how much funds on their hands. In that case transactions are always reverse

(refund) — that is, the transaction creator always charges to his account and debits from the recipient's

account.



The essence of the transaction is that the creator assumes the obligations that he has accepted something

in some volume for safekeeping from someone.



It is usually used for accounting for storage, delivery, security, leasing, etc. — without transferring ownership.



Only the creator of an unlimited asset can have a negative balance.


Consumer balance — №4

Keeps records of how much the asset was consumed or produced. While the transaction isn’t implemented

in the protocol, but the idea is as follows:

The recipient can only be the transaction creator. Therefore the recipient is not specified.



Consumption of an asset (direct transaction) debits from the property balance and charges to the
consumer balance.



Creation of an asset (reverse transaction) charges to the property balance and writes it off from the
consumer balance.



Walking between different accounts is prohibited.


This balance can also be used as a record of repaid debts, promissory notes, etc.

Pledge balance — №5

Keeps records of the number of pledged assets. For example, when submitting an entry to the exchange, the

amount of the asset is transferred from the property balance to the pledge balance. Accordingly, it’s always

possible to understand how much of the asset on this account is included in the orders on the exchange.


It’s not used in transactions yet.
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Technical features
Setting the balance type
Within a transaction, it’s impossible to directly set the balance type with which this transaction will interact.


Everything is realized through negative values of the asset number and its amount as follows:


Property balance — all the numbers are positive,

Debt balance — the asset number is negative, but the asset amount is positive

Keeping balance — the asset number is positive, but the asset amount is negative

Consumer balance — all the numbers are negative

Pledge balance — …


In addition, it depends on the type of asset, and on whether the owner of the asset, or someone else makes
the transaction. This may change the direction and essence of the action, and even the balance number. Or
several actions can be performed in one transaction — with two balances, for example.


For more information, see here: https://ch-project.com/products/files/doceditor.aspx?fileid=1202


Setting the direction of movement
In the backward variable — if YES, this is a refund. The function 


core.transaction.TransactionAmount#isBackward


backward = typeBytes[2] & BACKWARD_MASK) > 0


when BACKWARD_MASK = 64


typeBytes[2] is the third byte within transaction type bytes.
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Expanding the
number of balances
types
It will be possible to do this using an additional flag or bits in the 3rd or
4th byte of the transaction type — to set the extension number there.
Then if the extension number = 0 — the current types of balances, 

if 1, — the next four, etc. That is, each number sets four new balances,
which are same determined by the negative values of the asset
number and the transfer amount.
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Conclusion
FOIL Network is an innovative and highly technological
platform that has fully implemented a method of storing data
directly in the blockchain.


Unlike other solutions, FOIL doesn’t use third-party services
to perform its tasks, instead offering large projects the
opportunity to create their own sidechains.


This removes any limits and de facto makes the FOIL
Network ecosystem almost infinitely scalable and extremely
flexible.


Also, the FOIL Network capabilities go far beyond the
boundaries of the classic blockchain capabilities and can be
used in areas that were extremely far from distributed ledger
technology up to this point.
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